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Abstract 
 
In order to mount the appropriate antibody response to an invaded pathogen, activated antigen-specific 
B cells undergo class switch recombination (CSR) during germinal center (GC) reactions. CSR allows the 
expression of antibodies that have the same antigen specificity but with a secondary IgH isotype, 
thereby comprising a different effector function. This process critically depends on the activity of the GC 
factor activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID), which is under tight control because of its 
mutagenic potential. A CD77−CD25+pSTAT5+ GC B cell subpopulation that we previously described 
expressed lower levels of AID than bulk CD77− centrocytes, which prompted us to investigate the effect 
of active STAT5 on CSR. Using in vitro culture and retroviral transduction systems, we demonstrate that 
STAT5 regulates the generation of surface IgG+ cells from IgD+CD27− naïve human peripheral blood (PB) 
B cells. STAT5 critically acted on the switch machinery by repressing AID gene expression. Restoring AID 
levels in STAT5 transduced B cells rescued CSR. Furthermore we show that STAT5 mediates its effect 
through upregulation of Inhibitor of DNA binding (Id)2, thereby antagonizing the transcriptional activity 
of E proteins, which are fundamental to induce AID expression. Collectively, these results demonstrate 
that STAT5 activation in human B cells has a critical role in the prevention of CSR. Correspondingly, 
human PB memory B cells expressed higher levels of STAT5 protein as non-switched naïve B cells. 
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Introduction 
 
During T-cell-dependent antibody responses to 
exogenous antigen, germinal centers (GCs) are 
formed by proliferating B cells in the follicles of 
peripheral lymphoid organs. Here, naïve B cells 
undergo a series of molecular adaptations that 
result in antibodies with desired affinities and 
isotypes. Centroblasts, located in the dark zone 
of the germinal center undergo somatic 
hypermutations (SHM)1, which potentially 
improves the affinity for the antigen. 
Centrocytes, located in the light zone of the 
germinal center undergo class switch 
recombination (CSR), which changes the isotype 
of the immunoglobulin heavy chain1. Both 
processes genetically alter the immunoglobulin 
locus. During SHM mutations of nucleotides in 
the variable regions of immunoglobulin genes 
are induced, whereas CSR depends on excision 
of intervening heavy chain sequences. After the 
positive selection B cells differentiate into 
plasma cells or memory B cells and leave the 
germinal center. Once a B cells has undergone 
positive selection additional changes to the Ig 
genes encoding the B cell receptor (BCR) are 
undesirable. The process that ensures that SHM 
and CSR are turned off once B cells are selected 
is also known as repertoire freezing.  
SHM and CSR of immunoglobulin genes are 
dependent on expression of the gene AID 
encoding activation-induced deaminase (AID)2-4, 
which is highly expressed in a subset of 
germinal center B cells5,6. The phenotype of AID 
deficient mice is identical to that of the human 
AID deficiency known as type II hyper IgM 
(HGMII) syndrome7. The three main features of 
HGMII are defective CSR and SHM induction 
and the presence of giant germinal centers in 
secondary lymphoid organs.  

At the transcriptional level, several factors are 
described to be directly or indirectly involved in 
positive or negative regulation of AID, including 
IRF8, IRF4, BLIMP1, Bach2, NF-κB and STAT68-15. 
Furthermore E-proteins, members of the basic 
helix-loop-helix family, and their dominant 
negative inhibitors, the inhibitor of DNA binding 
(Id) factors, have been implied in regulation 
AID. The E-protein E47 is highly expressed in 
germinal center B cells and directly activates 
AID transcription16,17. Id2 and Id3 proteins are 
known to have a negative effect on CSR. This 
occurs at least partly via inhibition of 
transcriptional activity of E47, thereby inhibiting 
AID expression17,18 or, alternatively, by 
decreasing the DNA-binding activity of PAX-5, 
an inducer of AID transcription19.  
Signal transducers and activators of 
transcription (STAT) proteins comprise a family 
of seven transcription factors that are activated 
by cytokines, hormones and growth factors. 
STAT5 comprises two forms, STAT5a and 
STAT5b, which are encoded by two different 
highly homologous tandem linked genes. It has 
been shown in mice that STAT5 is essential for 
normal lymphoid lineage development20. We 
have reported that STAT5b directly regulates 
BCL-6 and is important in the differentiation 
towards memory B cells21.  
Here we test the hypothesis that STAT5 plays an 
important role in preventing CSR or SHM of 
memory B cells, thereby maintaining the 
specificity and the isotype of the BCR. In this 
present study we show that high pSTAT5 levels 
in a CD25+ centrocyte population correlated 
with low AID levels. Furthermore, we provide 
evidence that STAT5 controls CSR by regulation 
of AID expression through induction of Id2. 
Taken together, our data strongly support the 
notion that STAT5 plays a role in repertoire 
freezing of memory B cells. 
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Material and methods 
 
B cell isolation. Tonsillectomies were performed at 
the Department of Otolaryngology at the Academic 
Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The 
use of this tissue was approved by the medical 
ethical committees of the institution and was 
contingent on informed consent. Buffy coats were 
obtained from Sanquin bloodbank, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands. B cells were isolated using anti-CD19 
conjugated microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). Next, the 
cells were incubated with CD77-PE, CD25-PECy7, 
CD38-APC, CD19-APCCy7, CD3-PECy7, IgD-Fitc and 
CD27-PE (BD Pharmingen) antibodies and sorted by 
FACS Aria (BD). The resulting B cell populations were 
>99.5% pure upon reanalysis.  
 
Retroviral constructs and production of 
recombinant retrovirus. Retroviral constructs 
expressing caSTAT5, wtSTAT5, Id2 cDNA and shRNA 
against STAT5 and Renilla been previously 
described21. Human AID cDNA was amplified by PCR 
and cloned into the pCR2-1-TOPO-TA vector 
(Invitrogen), according to the manufacturer's 
instructions. The insert was subcloned in LZRS 
upstream of the IRES-GFP or IRES-GFP using BamHI 
and XhoI. Production of recombinant retrovirus was 
done as described21 using the producer cell line Phnx 
GALV.  
 
Retroviral Transduction and cell culturing. The 
recombinant human fibronectin fragments CH-296 
transduction procedure (RetroNectinTM; Takara, 
Otsu, Japan) was performed as previously described 
with minor modifications21. In order to transduce the 
B cells with optimal transduction efficiency, sorted 
naïve CD19+CD27−IgD+ PB B cells were cultured on L-
cells expressing CD40L (CD40L-L cells) plus IL-21 
(R&D Systems) for two days. After the transduction B 
cells were cultured on CD40L-L cells plus IL-4 
(30ng/ml) to induce CSR. To track proliferation, cells 
were labeled with CFSE. Sorted 6 days after 
retroviral transduction the percentage of sIgG on the 

GFP+ cells was determined by FACS analysis by a 
monoclonal anti-IgG antibody (BD Pharmingen). 
 
Quantitative RT-PCR. Total RNA was isolated from 
cell pellets with the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen). RNA 
was reverse transcribed in a volume of 20 μL, 
containing 5X first strand buffer, 500 μM dNTP's, 25 
μg/L Oligo (dT), 200 U superscript II RT (Life 
Technologies). Quantitative real-time PCR analysis 
was performed by iCycler PCR (BioRad, Hercules, CA, 
USA). SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad) was used for 
amplification. After incubation at 95 °C for 6 min, 40 
cycles of amplification were run. Each cycle 
consisted of 30s at 95°C, 30s at 60°C and 30s at 72°C. 
For each sample serial dilutions were made to 
determine the PCR efficiency. Primers used for real 
time RT-PCR were as follows:  
β-actin forward 5'-
CAAGAGATGGCCACGGCTGCTTCCAGC-3' 
β-actin reverse 5'-ATGGAGTTGAAGGTAGTTTCG-3'  
AID forward 5'-AGAGGCGTGACAGTGCTACA-3'  
AID reverse 5'-TGTAGCGGAGGAAGAGCAAT-3'  
Id2 forward 5'-CGGATATCAGCATCCTGTCC-3'  
Id2 reverse 5'-TCATGAACACCGCTTATTCAG-3'  
Id3 forward 5'-CTTCCCATCCAGACAGCC-3'  
Id3 reverse 5'-CTGCGTTCTGGAGGTGTCA-3'  
E-47 forward 5'-GTCGGACAAAGCGCAGAC-3' 
E-47 reverse 5'-ACAGGCTGCTTTGGGATTC-3' 
E-12 forward 5’-ACAGCGAGAAGCCCCAGA-3' 
E-12 reverse 5’-CTGCTTTGGGATTCAGGTTC-3' 
 
Immunoblotting. Immunoblotting was performed as 
described before21. The following Abs were used: 
anti-STAT5b (C-17, Santa Cruz Biotechnology,  CA), 
anti-actin (I-19, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa 
Cruz, CA), anti-GFP (Rabbit, IgG fraction, molecular 
probes Biotechnology, Breda, The Netherlands) and 
anti-AID (L7E7, Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, 
MA, USA). Detection of proteins was done using 
enhanced chemiluminescence (Pierce, Rockford, IL, 
USA). 
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Results 
 
AID is expressed at low levels in centrocytes 
with activated STAT5. CD25 is a direct target of 
STAT522, and we previously showed high levels 
of active STAT5 in CD25+ germinal center B cells, 
which have the phenotype of centrocytes21. 
Activation of STAT5 by phosphorylation 
(pSTAT5) in GC B cells leads to their 
differentiation into memory B cells21. As BCR 
affinity and isotype need to be maintained in 
memory B cells, we hypothesized that pSTAT5+ 
GC cells may have downregulated the 
machinery that induces SHM and CSR, including 
expression of AID. Gene expression in human 
tonsil CD3−CD19+ B cells was analyzed and 
expression levels in CD38+CD77−CD25+ B cells 
was compared with CD38− non-GC B cells, 
CD38+CD77+CD25− centroblasts and 
CD38+CD77−CD25− centrocytes by real-time RT-
PCR (Figure 1A). AID expression was 4- to 5-fold 
decreased in CD25+ centrocytes as compared to 
bulk centroblast or centrocytes and was 
expressed at levels comparable to levels in 
unactivated CD38− B cells.  
To investigate the mechanism of AID regulation 
we assessed the expression of factors involved 
in AID regulation in the tonsil B cell subsets. It 
has been shown that AID is a direct target of the 
E-protein E4717, whereas another report 
described regulation of AID expression by Id2-
mediated regulation of Pax5 activity19. 
Therefore we determined the expression levels 
of E proteins and Id proteins in the tonsil B cell 
populations (Figure 1B and data not shown). Id2 
and Id3 expression was lower in CD38+ than in 

CD38− B cells. While CD25+ B cells expressed 
similar levels of Id3 compared to other germinal 
center B cells, Id2 levels were 2-fold increased 
in CD25+ B cells (Figure 1B). We did not observe 
a correlation between CD25 expression and E47 
levels (data not shown). Consistent with 
previous reports that reported a largely 
common gene expression profile in centrocytes 
and centroblast separated by CD77 
expression23,24 we did not detected differences 
in AID, Id protein or E protein expression levels 
between the CD77+ and CD77− GC B cell 
subsets. 
These data show that CD25+ B cells in the GC, 
which highly express pSTAT521, have low levels 
of AID expression and concomitantly higher Id2 
expression than bulk centroblasts or 
centrocytes. 
 
Forced STAT5 expression blocks CSR of naïve 
PB B cells in vitro. Our finding that AID levels 
are low in pSTAT5+CD25+ B cells prompted us to 
investigate the role of STAT5 in CSR. AID 
induction and consequently CSR can be induced 
in vitro by activating mature B cells with CD40-
Ligand (CD40L) in the presence of appropriate 
cytokines like IL-425. To assess the role of STAT5 
in CSR we retrovirally transduced purified 
CD19+CD27−IgD+ naïve peripheral blood (PB) B 
cells with GFP-marked constructs expressing 
constitutively active STAT5b (caSTAT5), which 
does not require phosphorylation for its 
transcriptional activity, or wild-type STAT5b 
(wtSTAT5), which still depends on cytokine 
induced phosphorylation for activation.  

 

 
 
Figure 1. Low AID expression in CD25+pSTAT5+ centrocytes. Sorted subsets of human tonsil CD3−CD19+ B cells 
were analyzed by real-time RT-PCR for gene expression of (A) AID and (B) Id2 and Id3 factors. Values are 
normalized to expression levels in CD38− cells. Averages ± SD of PCR triplicates are shown. One representative 
experiment out of three is displayed.  
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Figure 2. STAT5 overexpression represses CSR in naïve PB B cells. Sorted human CD19+CD27−IgD+ naïve PB B cells 
were transduced and cultured with CD40L expressing L-cells and IL-4. The percentage of sIgG+ B cells within the 
transduced population was assessed by flow cytometry. (A) Cells were transduced with LZRS caSTAT5b-IRES-GFP 
(caSTAT5), wtSTAT5b-IRES-GFP (wtSTAT5) or with an empty vector control-IRES-GFP (Ctrl) and analyzed after 6 
days. One representative experiment out of five is shown as dot plot. Left dot plot indicates gating for GFP+ cells. 
The bargraph represents collected data from the five independent experiments. sIgG+ percentages from caSTAT5 
and wtSTAT5 transduced cells are normalized to control transduced cells per experiment. Averages ± SD are 
shown. Student’s t test, **p < 0.01. (B) B cells were transduced with pRetrosuper STAT5 shRNA (STAT5-i) or Renilla 
shRNA (Renilla-i) and analyzed in time as indicated. One representative experiment out of two is shown.  
 
 
As expected we observed by flowcytometric 
analysis that 15-20% of the control transduced 
B cells expressed IgG on the cell surface (sIgG) 
after 6 days (Figure 2A) in culture with IL-4 and 
CD40L-expressing fibroblasts (L-cells). 
Expression of caSTAT5 or wtSTAT5 in naïve PB B 
cells resulted in a significant, 3-fold and 2-fold 
lower percentage of sIgG+ B cells, respectively, 
after 6 days of culture (Figure 2A). This reduced 
percentage of IgG+ cells compared to control 
cultures was due to reduced CSR and not due to 
downregulation of BCR surface expression as 
IgG− caSTAT5 and wtSTAT5 transduced B were 
positive for sIgD and either the Ig light chains κ 
or λ (data not shown). We also analyzed the 
expression of IgA and IgE and observed no 
switching towards these downstream isotypes 
(data not shown).  
Next we assessed the effect of STAT5 
deprivation on CSR of naïve PB B cells. 
Therefore we made use of a previously 
described small-hairpin (sh) RNA construct 
efficiently targeting STAT5 expression (STAT5-
i)21. Percentages of sIgG+ cells among naïve PB 
B cells transduced with the STAT5-i construct or 
a shRNA construct targeting an irrelevant gene 

(Renilla-i) and cultured with L-cells and IL-4 
were assessed in time. We observed that STAT5 
knockdown did not instantly decrease the CSR 
rate (Figure 2B) compared to the control 
transduced cells. After 10-14 days of culture, 
however, we observed a higher percentage of 
sIgG+ cells among the STAT5-i transduced B cells 
compared to the Renilla-i transduced B cells. 
This result suggests that class switching is 
persistent after 10-14 days of culture in STAT5-i 
transduced B cells, but not in control B cells.  
CSR has been shown to be linked to cell 
division26. To determine whether STAT5 affects 
proliferation of naïve B cells, which may 
account for decreased CSR, we performed a cell 
tracker experiment using CFSE. PB 
CD19+CD27−IgD+ naïve B cells were transduced 
with caSTAT5 using NGFR as marker or a control 
NGFR construct, and after labeling with CFSE 
the cells were cultured on CD40L-L cells plus IL-
4 for 10 days. Dilution of CFSE was similar in 
cells transduced with caSTAT5 or control virus 
within the measured time frame (Figure S1), 
indicating that caSTAT5 does not affect the 
proliferation of naïve PB B cells in L-cells/IL-4 
cultures. We conclude that repression of CSR by 
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caSTAT5 is not caused by reduction of cell 
division rates. 
Collectively, our results demonstrate that 
ectopic expression of active STAT5 or wild-type 
STAT5 in PB naïve B cells reduces the level of 
CSR induced in vitro by CD40 and IL-4 signaling, 
which was not the result of a decreased cell 
division rate. In naïve B cells with 
experimentally reduced STAT5 protein levels 
CSR was extended in time compared to control 
conditions, ultimately leading to higher 
percentages of sIgG+ B cells after 10-14 days. 
 
caSTAT5 downregulates AID levels and induces 
Id2 expression. AID has been shown to be the 
crucial factor for CSR and SHM2-4. We therefore 
assessed whether forced expression of STAT5 in 
naïve PB B cells affected AID expression levels, 
which may account for the partial block in CSR. 
Naïve PB B cells were transduced with caSTAT5-
IRES-GFP, wtSTAT5-IRES-GFP or the empty 

control IRES-GFP vector and five days after 
culture with CD40L L-cells and IL-4 GFP+ cells 
were sorted and analyzed for expression of AID 
by real-time PCR. In line with our hypothesis, 
AID levels were significantly lower (2-fold) in B 
cells expressing active (ca) STAT5 than control B 
cells (Figure 3A). Overexpression of wtSTAT5, on 
the other hand, did not affect AID levels (data 
not shown). 
To determine whether caSTAT5b may control 
AID expression via regulation of E proteins or Id 
factors, we analyzed expression levels in 
caSTAT5 transduced B cells by real-time PCR. 
Id2 expression was significantly increased (2.5-
fold) in caSTAT5 transduced B cells (Figure 3A), 
whereas levels of E47, E12 and Id3 were not 
altered compared to control transduced B cells 
(Figure S2). wtSTAT5 overexpression did not 
affect expression levels of any of these factors 
(data not shown). 
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Figure 3. caSTAT5 induces expression of Id2 and represses AID expression in B cells. Sorted human 
CD19+CD27−IgD+ naïve PB B cells were transduced and cultured with CD40L and IL-4. (A) Five days after 
transduction, caSTAT5b-IRES-GFP (caSTAT5) or empty control IRES-GFP (Ctrl) transduced B cells were sorted for 
GFP expression, and AID and Id2 expression levels were assessed by quantitative RT-PCR. Values were normalized 
to control transduced B cells. Averages ± SD of four independent experiments are shown. Student’s t test, **p < 
0.01. (B+C) Six days after transduction with Id2-IRES-GFP (Id2) or empty control IRES-GFP (Ctrl) constructs (B) sIgG 
levels on transduced B cells were assessed by flow cytometry and (C) transduced GFP+ B cells were sorted and 
analyzed for AID expression by quantitative RT-PCR. Averages ± SD of PCR duplicates are shown. One 
representative experiment out of two is shown.  
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To assess the role of E47 and Id2 in CSR and AID 
regulation in human B cells and in our in vitro 
culture system we retrovirally transduced PB 
naïve B cells with Id2-IRES-GFP, E47-IRES-GFP or 
control IRES-GFP vectors. After 6 days in culture 
with CD40L-L cells and IL-4, sIgG expression was 
determined by flow cytometric analysis. In B 
cells transduced with Id2 a more than 5-fold 
lower percentage of sIgG+ B cells was observed 
compared to control transduced B cells (Figure 
3B). Retroviral transduction of E47 in naïve B 
cells did not alter the percentage of sIgG+ cells 
compared to control transduced B cells (data 
not shown). Furthermore, overexpression of Id2 
in naïve B cells reduced AID expression levels by 
5-fold compared to control transduced B cells 
(Figure 3C). This is consistent with the observed 
reduction in CSR and with observations in 
mice19. 
Collectively, these data show that forced 
expression of caSTAT5, but not wtSTAT5, 

induced expression of Id2 and prevented AID 
upregulation in naïve PB B cells. Id2 
overexpression in our culture system prevents 
CSR and AID expression, which suggests that the 
block of CSR by introducing activated STAT5 in 
naïve PB B cells may be mediated by induction 
of Id2 transcription and consequent regulation 
of AID expression. 
 
Exogenous AID expression rescues STAT5-
mediated block in CSR. The caSTAT5 induced 
decrease in AID expression prompted us to 
address whether reintroduction of AID by 
retroviral expression could bypass the block in 
CSR induced by caSTAT5. The human AID cDNA 
was cloned upstream of IRES-GFP in a retroviral 
vector. Western blot analysis of 293T cells 
transfected with the retroviral construct 
showed that AID protein was expressed (Figure 
S3).  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 4. Restoring of AID levels overcomes STAT5 induced block in CSR in B cells. Sorted human CD19+CD27−IgD+ 
naïve PB B cells were double transduced with NGFR- and GFP-marked constructs, cultured with CD40L L-cells and 
IL-4 and the percentage of sIgG+ B cells within the double transduced population was assessed by flow cytometry 
after 3, 6 and 10 days. B cells were double transduced with LZRS caSTAT5-IRES-NGFR (caSTAT5 NGFR) and AID-
IRES-GFP (AID GFP) or with empty vector control constructs (Ctrl GFP, Ctrl NGFR). Left dot plot indicates gating for 
GFP+NGFR+ cells, right dot plots indicate staining for sIgG+ B cells gated on GFP+NGFR+ cells on day 3. Diagram 
shows percentages of sIgG+ B cells among double transduced cells at the indicated time points. One representative 
experiment out of three is shown. 
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PB naïve B cells were double transduced with 
both caSTAT5b-IRES-NGFR and AID-IRES-GFP or 
the appropriate empty vector control constructs 
and sIgG levels were assessed by flow 
cytometric analysis on double transduced 
GFP+NGFR+ B cells after 3, 6 and 10 days of 
culture on CD40L L-cells and IL-4 (Figure 4A). A 
small but consistent percentage (4-9%) of 
control transduced B cells (Ctrl GFP x Ctrl NGFR) 
had undergone CSR within three days after 
transduction, and the percentage of sIgG+ B 
cells in this culture increased in time. At all time 
points analyzed, forced expression of AID only 
(AID GFP x Ctrl NGFR) consistently increased the 
level of CSR indicated by the 1.3- to 1.5-fold 
higher percentages of sIgG+ B cells compared to 
control transduced B cells. As expected from 
the results already shown in figure 2, double 
transduction with caSTAT5 and control virus 
(caSTAT5 NGFR x Ctrl GFP) reduced CSR levels 2- 
to 4-fold compared to control transduced B 
cells. When AID and caSTAT5 were 
overexpressed simultaneously in naïve B cells 
(AID GFP x caSTAT5 NGFR), the caSTAT5 
mediated block in CSR was almost completely 
restored at day 3 after transduction and 
partially restored at day 6 and day 10 after 
transduction (Figure 4).  
Collectively, these data show that reduction of 
AID expression by caSTAT5 partially accounts 
for the observed block in CSR, as reintroduction 
of AID by retroviral transduction into caSTAT5+ 

B cells partially rescued CSR. The data 
furthermore suggests that activation of STAT5 
regulates other parameters than AID 
transcription which are crucial for CSR.  
 
High STAT5 protein levels in human PB 
memory B cells, but not naïve B cells. It was 
recently described that STAT5 levels are 
elevated in memory B cells generated in vitro27. 
Previously we have shown that STAT5 plays a 
role in the differentiation towards memory B 
cells within the germinal center, which occurs at 
least partly via upregulation of BCL-621. To gain 
further insight in the role of STAT5 in human B 
cell differentiation, we determined whether 
there are differences in the level of STAT5 
protein expression in the different peripheral 
blood (PB) B cell subsets. PB naïve B cells 
(CD19+IgD+CD27−), non-switched memory B 
cells (CD19+IgD+CD27+) and switched memory B 
cells (CD19+IgD−CD27+) were sorted and STAT5 
protein levels were determined by Immunoblot 
analysis (Figure 5). Both naïve B cells and non-
switched memory B cells expressed lower levels 
of STAT5 protein as compared to switched 
memory B cells.  
These data indicate that STAT5 protein levels 
are higher in switched B cells as compared to 
non-switched B cells. We propose that STAT5 
may play a role in repertoire freezing in human 
PB memory cells. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Immunoblot analysis of STAT5 expression in 
human peripheral blood B cell subsets. PB naïve B cells 
(CD19+IgD+CD27−), non-switched memory B cells 
(CD19+IgD+CD27+) and switched memory B cells 
(CD19+IgD−CD27+) were analyzed for STAT5 protein 
expression by immunoblotting. Equivalent amounts of 
total protein extracts from purified cells were analyzed; 
actin levels were determined to ensure equal protein 
loading. One representative experiment out of three is 
shown. 
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Discussion 
 
Within the germinal center (GC) B cells undergo 
SHM and CSR and leave the GC as positively 
selected memory B cells or plasma cells. In post-
GC B cells additional alterations at the Ig locus 
are undesirable as the specificity and the 
isotype of the BCR need to be sustained in order 
for the system to appropriately respond to 
rechallenge with the same antigen. Here we 
provide evidence which suggests that STAT5 is 
actively involved in preventing CSR in post-GC 
memory B cells by regulating AID expression via 
upregulation of Id2.  
Compared to non-switched B cells, switched 
memory B cells have a longer lifespan and enter 
a proliferative stage in a more rapid way28-30. It 
was recently described that STAT5 expression 
levels are elevated in memory B cells generated 
in vitro27. In line with this we show here that 
switched B cells ex vivo from human peripheral 
blood have a higher STAT5 protein level as non-
switched B cells. STAT5 has multiple functions in 
mature B cells, as illustrated by several studies 
which demonstrate that STAT5 plays a role in 
proliferation and cell survival21,31,32. In addition, 
we documented that STAT5 activation resulted 
in inhibition of differentiation of activated B 
cells into plasma cells in vitro21. We have 
identified in the GCs of human tonsils a novel B 
cell population that expressed pSTAT5, the 
STAT5 target gene CD2522, and high levels CD27 
and low levels of CD10 and CD20, indicating a 
memory B cell phenotype21. Notably these 
CD25+ GC B cells expressed high levels of BCL-6 
and low levels of BLIMP1. Since BCL-6 is a 
known inhibitor of plasma cell differentiation 
and BLIMP1 a master gene for plasma cell 
differentiation33 ,we concluded that CD25+ GC B 
cells represent cells that are biased to a 
memory cell fate. Here we extend these 
findings by showing that AID expression levels 
in ex vivo CD25+pSTAT5+ GC B cells are much 
lower than in bulk centrocytes. The low AID 
expression in CD25+ GC B cells makes it likely to 
assume that SHM and CSR are arrested in these 
cells adding value to the notion that these cells 
are recently activated cells directed into a 
memory cell type. 
Differentiation of plasma cells is driven by 
BLIMP1 by extinguishing the B cell-specific gene 
program. The E protein antagonist Id2 is one of 
the targets that is induced by BLIMP115. Murre 
and colleagues suggested that the regulation of 

Id2 by BLIMP1 potentially down regulates AID 
expression due to decreased transcriptional 
activity of the E-protein E4717. An alternative 
mechanism is proposed by Gonda et al. who 
show that high Id2 levels decrease PAX-5 
activity and thereby the transcription of the 
direct PAX-5 target AID19. Both papers 
potentially provide a molecular mechanism by 
which AID expression is down regulated once 
CSR and/or SHM have been completed, leading 
to repertoire freezing in plasma cells. Consistent 
with this it was shown that BLIMP1 
overexpression arrests CSR in IL-4 treated 
cultures34. Notably, BLIMP1 is only expressed 
during plasma cell differentiation and therefore 
does explain on how repertoire freezing is 
established during memory B cell 
differentiation. 
Repertoire freezing is essential, since sequential 
CSR would eventually lead to IgE as this is the 
most downstream isotype. Serum 
concentrations of IgE under normal 
circumstances are kept much lower than those 
of other isotypes to avoid allergic reactions. In 
line with our previous findings19 a crucial role in 
CSR regulation is dedicated to Id2, since Id2 
knock out mice elevated levels of serum IgE 
were detected35. The results presented in this 
report may answer the question how ongoing 
CSR is prevented in memory B cells, since 
overexpression of STAT5 in naïve B cells inhibits 
CSR, most likely by increasing Id2 expression. 
This together with the observation that 
increasing Id2 levels in B cells profoundly 
reduced AID levels, argues that in memory B 
cells AID levels are kept under control by STAT5-
mediated Id2 induction.  
Down-modulation of AID expression may not be 
the only mechanism by which STAT5 prevents 
CSR, because ectopic expression of AID did not 
completely overcome the inhibition of CSR by 
caSTAT5 in particular at later time points after 
transduction. There are several possible 
explanations to these findings. First, germ line 
transcription (GLT) of the Ig locus, which is a 
prerequisite for CSR may be affected by STAT5 
overexpression, although we did not investigate 
this. Second, STAT5 may be involved in 
regulating AID activity, which due to its 
mutagenic properties is regulated very tight. 
AID activity does not only depend on the 
transcription of the gene locus but in addition is 
regulated at a posttranslational level, including 
AID dimerization / oligomerization, nuclear / 
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cytoplasmic AID translocation, and 
phosphorylation of the AID Ser38 residue by 
protein kinase A (PKA)36-38. The importance of 
AID posttranslational modifications is 
emphasized by the failure of forced AID 
expression to induce SHM or CSR in transgenic 
mice39. Thus STAT5 may be involved in 
posttranslational modifications of AID, similar to 
what was proposed for PI3K-mediated 
inhibition of CSR13,20, which could also not fully 
be overcome by ectopic expression of AID. It is 
noteworthy that the CSR block induced by 
wtSTAT5, which did not regulate the expression 
of AID, could be counteracted by AID 
overexpression (data not shown). Further 
research is required to explain this finding, but 
it may be the result of excessive AID levels 
caused by retroviral overexpression that could 
overcome the weak regulation of AID activity by 
wtSTAT5 and thereby rescue of the wtSTAT5-
mediated CSR block.  
Our observations raise the question which 
signal activates STAT5 in germinal center B cell 
to prevent CSR in vivo in memory B cells. 
Activation of STAT5 can occur through a wide 
range of receptors and its cytokines, including 
IL-2, IL-4 and IL-740. As CD25, the high affinity 
component of the IL-2 receptor is expressed on 

the pSTAT5+ germinal center B cells21, IL-2 is an 
important candidate. However detailed analysis 
of the pSTAT5+ germinal center B cells for 
cytokine receptors expression could provide 
more insight in the cytokine(s) involved in this 
process. 
Due to a broad spectrum of hematopoietic 
cytokines and growth factors that induce the 
activation of STAT5, a complex phenotype of 
STAT5 deficient mice, including impaired 
lymphoid development and differentiation was 
observed20,41. A recent study in mice in which 
STAT5A/5B expression was deleted in CD19 
expressing B cells revealed that STAT5 was not 
essential for B cell maturation and function42. 
Since normal CSR toward IgG1 and slightly 
increased level of IgG2a were detected, this 
suggested that the lack of STAT5A/5B in B cells 
has little effect on CSR and Ig production. Our 
data are in contrast to this finding in the mouse. 
The discrepancy may be explained by the 
differences between species. In particular 
STAT5-dependent processes are differentially 
regulated between human and mouse as 
exemplified by the observation that murine, but 
not human B cell development depends on IL-7 
induced signaling mediated by STAT5. 
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Figure S1. Ectopic expression of caSTAT5 does not affect proliferation of naïve PB B cells. Sorted human 
CD19+CD27−IgD+ naïve PB B cells were transduced with LZRS caSTAT5b-IRES-NGFR (caSTAT5) or with an empty 
vector control IRES-NGFR construct (Ctrl), labeled with CFSE and cultured with CD40L and IL-4. After 3, 6, and 10 
days CFSE labeling was assessed on ctrl-NGFR+ (solid line) and caSTAT5b-NGFR+ (dotted line) cells. One 
representative experiment out of two is shown. RCN, relative cell number. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure S2. caSTAT5 does not regulate E47, E12 or Id3 expression In B cells. Sorted human CD19+CD27−IgD+ naïve 
PB B cells were transduced and cultured with CD40L and IL-4. Five days after transduction, caSTAT5b-IRES-GFP 
(caSTAT5) or empty control IRES-GFP (Ctrl) transduced B cells were sorted for GFP expression and gene expression 
levels were assessed by quantitative PCR. Values were normalized to control transduced cells. Averages ± SD of 
four independent experiments are shown. 
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Figure S3. Ectopic expression of human AID by LZRS AID-IRES-GFP. 293T cells were transfected with AID-IRES-GFP 
or empty vector control IRES-GFP construct and analyzed for AID expression by immunoblotting. GFP levels were 
assessed as loading control. 
 
 
 

 


